Monarflex Scaffold
Sheeting Attachments
& Accessories
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SHEETING ATTACHMENTS

PRODUCT

Anchor & Strap
This two-piece flexible attachment consists of a specially
designed, user friendly piercing anchor, which together with
the strong, rubber-based strap ensures an exceptionally
strong and flexible hold to the scaffolding. It is the ideal
attachment to use when high wind protection is required.

Flexitie
Flexitie is the strong & flexible standard scaffold sheeting
attachment. This all inclusive attachment contains both
the strap and clip as one piece.

Monostud
The Monostud attachment system provides complete watertight protection. Used in combination with a cable tie,
the Monostud is mounted through the grommet, on the
outside of the sheeting, and secured tightly to the scaffolding.

Cable Tie
Cable Ties, used in conjunction with the Monostud, form a
tight seal of the scaffold sheeting to the scaffolding. Cable
Ties attach the Monostud, through the grommets, to the
scaffolding for a tight, clean loooking assembly.

Polytoggle
The Polytoggle is a unique piece which ensure a watertight seal. Used with the Wedge & Strap it secures the
sheeting to the scaffold and provides weather protection.

Wedge & Strap
As an accessory to the Polytoggle, the Wedge & Strap,
each sold separately, are used to provide the elastic attachment to the scaffolding.

SHEETING ACCESSORIES
Monobond Tape (Blue & White)
Monobond Tape (Blue & White) are double-side adhesive
tapes used to secure overlapping Monarflex membranes.
Dimentions: Blue Monoond, 78 linear feet; White
Monobond, 75 linear feet. (See the individual Technical Data
Sheets for more information)
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QTY/
PACKAGE

BREAK
PART
STRENGTH (lbs.) NUMBER

Anchor & Strap

100

165

304701

Flexitie

100

99

304700

Monostud

100

77

304697

Cable Tie

100

—

304696

Polytoggle

100

77

304691

Wedge

100

44

304702

Strap

100

—

304690

Blue Monobond Tape

12

—

304692

White Monobond Tape

24

—

304693

Vent (Clear)

1

—

304694

Vent (Flamesafe)

1

—

304695

Door Panel (Clear)

1

—

304698

Door Panel (Flamesafe)

1

—

304699

Door Panels
Monarflex Door Panels allow easy access to a scaffold
sheeting protected jobsite where controlled conditions
or containment is ongoing. The Doors use zippers, which
maintain the integrity of the jobsite, while allowing access to the enclosure. Available in clear & flamesafe.
Door Panel: 45” x 80”; Opening: 23” x 67”

Vent Panels
Monarflex Vent Panels provide scaffold sheeting and
doors with designated areas for airflow. The panels are
attached with Velcro® for more controlled airflow. Available in clear & flamesafe. Vent Panel: 10” x 14”

LIMITED WARRANTY
CARLISLE COATINGS & WATERPROOFING INCORPORATED (CARLISLE) warrants
this product to be free of defects in workmanship and materials
only at the time of shipment from our factory. If any CARLISLE materials prove to contain manufacturing defects that substantially effect their performance, CARLISLE will, at its option, replace the materials or refund its purchase price.
This limited warranty is the only warranty extended by CARLISLE
with respect to its materials. There are no other warranties, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. CARLISLE specifically disclaims liability for any incidental, consequential, or other damages, including but not limited to,
loss of profits or damages to a structure or its contents, arising
under any theory of law whatsoever.
The dollar value of CARLISLE’S liability and buyer’s remedy under this
limited warranty shall not exceed the purchase price of the CARLISLE
material in question.
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